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1 Introduction 
1.1 Document Overview The user manual describes the usage of the system as a whole. Both the web frontend and the importing procedure are described in detail. Please note that there are parts of the system that are not described in detail. The first is jBEAM, which is the powerful analysis tool embedded in the MaDaM system. For user guidance of jBEAM, please consult the jBEAM User Manual. Secondly, the data model that defines how data is stored is not explained in detail. The data model is central in determining how data is stored and what fields a user has to fill and how they can be viewed. The definition and configuration of the data model can be found in section 2.6 of the MaDaM Initial Setup Guide. Lastly, the definition and configuration of Settings for default Columns and Facets may be open to users as well as administrators. Information regarding the configuration and management of such settings can be found in the MaDaM Initial Setup Guide. 1.2 Related Documentation While there are no documents that are imminently necessary for the usage of the system, MaDaM needs to be installed and configured as per the MaDaM Installation Guide and the MaDaM Initial Setup Guide. These guides can also answer some questions that may arise since they go into detail about certain parts of the system (i.e. the data model). All related documents are: 

• MaDaM Installation Guide 
• MaDaM Initial Setup Guide 
• jBEAM User Manual   
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2 Web Frontend The Web Frontend is the access point for users wishing to interact with the system. It can be accessed from any HTML5 capable browser regardless of underlying operating system or device. In this particular component, all other activity starts. Users can start the importing procedure from the frontend, interact with uploaded measurements and start analyses.  2.1 Login View 

 The login view is what any user first sees upon opening the system in the browser. The login process is just as on any website. The above example is from a demo system offering predefined logins (“Demo user” and “Demo admin”), which are absent in non-demo versions. It should also be noted that, if an LDAP synchronisation has been done as per the MaDaM Installation Guide, users can log into the system with their usual login and password.     
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2.2 Main View 

 The Main View is the core of the system. Users accessing MaDaM via an HTML-5 compatible browser start in this view that ties every functionality together. The user can create search for stored measurements, create reports or navigate to other components.  The individual components will be covered one after the other. 2.3 Navigational Dock and Language Selector 
 The navigational dock is located at the top of any MaDaM web page. It is used to navigate, and the contained components from left to right are: 

• Create Analysis   - shows the main view of the system  
• Import Measurements  - starts the MaDaM importer to store measurements  
• Activities  - opens a log of past interactions with the system 
• Reference View    - used to navigate more specific information contained in the system 
• Edit data Model  - opens a view that can configure the underlying data structure 
• Configure jobs  - allows the user to define automated interactions with the system 
• Settings   - configuration dialog for default table settings and default access rights 
• About   - contains more information about the system itself 
• Logout   - logs the current user out  
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Please note that the navigational dock may also contain customer-specific extensions. Examples would include special views for Engineers and Laboratories or pages for certain workflow customizations.  

 The top of the MaDaM web page also contains information about the current user and a selector where the language can be changed. The current user is displayed with his name and the language can be changed ad hoc. 2.4 Search Table 

 The search table is located on the Create Analysis view. The user can resize or reorder the columns at all times. Furthermore, in the top right corner of the search table is a small gear button for the user to select which columns should be displayed. Additionally, it is possible to sort the entries by clicking on the column headers. The text fields below the column headers serve as additional filters. The search table contains the search bar – the text field at the top – which enables users to search for measurements by utilizing queries. The query language itself consists of two parts: free text query and phrases. 

 Free text queries mean that a user can simply type in keywords and the system searches for them intelligently. In the above example, it would be possible to simply type ‘internal Construction” and the system would find the fourth measurement, as only this measurement contains ‘internal” in one field and ‘Construction” in another.   Query phrases can be much more complex. Consider the following example: An engineer wants to search for all measurements, which have a channel with a name starting with ‘HIC” with a maximum above 100. A query reflecting this would be ‘DataObjects.(Name=”HIC*” and Maximum>100)”. In this query, the ‘*” is a wildcard, meaning that any number of characters can be following the search term ‘HIC” for the name field. In order to assist users with queries, there is a button with a question mark at the rightmost part of the search field, which opens a help dialog with further explanations.  
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2.5 Facet Tree The facet tree offers selectors which can be used to filter search results. It is divided into several categories and displays every possible value for this category. The number next to each value represents the amount of stored measurements that would match this value. By clicking a checkbox next to a value, the search result is filtered so that only results that match the value are visible. It is possible to select multiple facets in order to combine them. This would result in an intersection of the results for each individual facet. The facet tree can also be used in concert with queries entered into the search bar. In the depicted example, searching for all E-NCAP tests done by the test organization Test LTD with 50 kph is as easy as selecting the appropriate facets.        2.6 Project Selector 

 The project selector is used to upload projects to the system or to apply projects that are used for pdf creation or interactive analysis. New projects may be added, existing projects edited or deleted. Upon either clicking the green ‘+’ for adding new projects or the pencil for editing an existing one, a popup window is opened in which project information can be edited. Every project needs a name, a creator and a jBEAM project file associated with it. If no project name is set, a default value will be used.  As creator automatically will be assigned the currently logged in user.  The project file can be uploaded from any hard disk using the button “Upload”, but it is also possible to retrieve a project file which is currently open in a jBEAM client which is connected to MaDaM using the button “Retrieve now!”.  
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Additionally it is possible to define the access rights within MaDaM for the project template to be uploaded and to select which kind of metadata of certain data objects should be available.                 2.7 Measurement Selection Table 

  

 The measurement selection table (“basket”) is the area at the bottom of the main view. It contains a number of measurements and a set of buttons. The measurements listed in this table are the ones that are used for pdf creation, interactive analysis, editing or downloading. Measurements can be moved to and from this table with two methods. Firstly, it is possible to simply drag and drop measurements into the selection table area or from the selection table into the search table. Secondly, 
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the user can click the basket icon with the green arrow downwards – including it in the selection table – or the basket icon with the green arrow upwards – removing it from the selection table. With the buttons “Add all search results” and “Clear basket” it is possible to either move all measurements from the search table into the basket or to remove all measurements from the basket. 2.8 Interaction with Measurements 
 The interaction with measurements included in the selection table can be done via this set of buttons. The Generate Report button opens a new browser tab, in which a report will be generated. This can be a PDF report or a PPT report. If a project is selected, it will be applied to the report. Otherwise, a default layout will be used. Clicking the Start Analysis button starts the download of a JNLP file which is used to start jBEAM using Java WebStart technology. Any via the Project Selector selected projects are applied to this analysis as well. Edit measurement(s) starts the download of a JNLP file as well. However, this JNLP is used to start the MaDaM Importer and this is the only way to edit measurements. If a user has a MaDaM Importer running, the download is skipped and the measurement data is sent directly to the opened Importer. Finally, the Download selection button starts a zip file download. The original raw data files of all measurements currently listed in the selection table are included in the zip file. 2.9 Measurement Preview 

 An overview of the data stored for a measurement can be viewed by opening the preview dialog. This can be done by either double clicking the measurement in the search table, or by clicking the graph icon in the search or selection tables. 
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The preview dialog contains information about the access rights of a measurement, its metadata, the file structure that is stored within the system and all contained objects. For instance, DataObjects – i.e. channels – are included in this preview as well as Photos and Videos for Crash Tests. Exactly what is included depends on the type of the test and the configuration of MaDaM. The tree in the left half of the dialog can be used to select what information a user wants to see. It is possible to preview a list of sub-elements, like channels.  Usually, a list of elements is displayed in a manner similar to the search table – as list of multiple columns displaying all available information. However, for certain elements like channels or photos, it is possible to open a ‘Grid View”, displaying the images connected to the individual elements. 

 2.10 Activities 

 This particular page is a history of interactions with the system. It records logins, logouts, interactive analyses, pdf creations and data imports. Furthermore, the user who engaged in the action, the date of the interaction, and which references were affected are recorded as well. 
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3 Measurement Importer The sections of this chapter discuss how to use the importer. However, before a user can use the MaDaM Importer to upload measurements, the Importer needs to be configured. The configuration of the MaDaM Importer is done by a configuration wizard that is opened at the start of the Importer. How to configure the Importer is not discussed below, but is described in detail in the MaDaM Initial Setup Guide. 3.1 Importing Measurements After finishing the setup, the user is free to import measurements manually. There are multiple ways to do this. 
 The toolbar offers two ways to import data: clicking    and clicking        .               opens a file selection window that allows navigating to a folder and selecting files from this folder.                works differently. A similar dialog is opened, where the user can navigate to a directory. Instead of selecting individual files, however, a user selects a complete directory. The MaDaM Importer tries to find measurement files in the selected folder and every single subfolder contained within it. This allows for importing larger quantities of measurements in one go. The last and most comfortable option is to simply drag and drop a measurement file into the left half of the Importer. The process of loading is made visible by a progress bar that is shown in the Importer. After loading, the measurement is shown in a tree structure. Again, the elements shown depend on the selected type and the fields this type has been configured to have in MaDaM. 

Select Tests Select Tests Scan Folder Select Tests 
Scan Folder 
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 The above example shows one CrashTest labelled ‘Essai de compatibilité”. The only elements every imported measurement must have are ‘Meta-Data’ and ‘Channels’. The other elements, like ‘Videos’ and ‘Photos’ are configured to be part of CrashTest. To store the imported measurements in MaDaM, a user simply needs to click       . However, this is only possible if the measurements meet certain requirements.  Please note that there may be optional steps during the importing procedure, like prompts asking for additional information.  
Upload 
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3.2 Validation and Uploading As it is the very purpose of the importer to enforce a uniform makeup of the data stored in MaDaM, it checks every measurement for validity. This check contains e.g. a basic validation that checks if the information needed by the system exists, is complete and in the correct format.   

 The above example shows information about the test itself, the Meta-Data. There are two types of information contributing to this particular set of Meta information: model information and additional information. The model information is the one that is required as per the definition of the imported test type. It is depicted by the labels that have an icon depicting the type of information needed – e.g. text or a date.  If there is no information connected to these fields, they are coloured red. This also applies to information in the wrong format. An example for that would be entering a text while expecting a date or a number. Should a model field be empty or contain information in an incorrect format, the element that holds this model field is marked as invalid. At the same time, the measurement to which this element belongs is marked as invalid, too  Additional information is the type of information where the field name on the left side can also be edited. They are optional, and can be used to convey additional, but nonessential information about the measurement. If any of the measurements that are currently imported do not meet the validation criteria, a prompt inquires whether the user wants to upload the valid measurements or completely abort the uploading process. This also serves as an information about invalid states. 
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 3.3 Editing Measurements Measurements can be edited after being imported to achieve a valid state. It is important to note that none of the original files are modified in any way, with MME Crash Headers being the only exception. This means that if a user changes the name of an image in the Importer, he only changes the name that is stored in MaDaM and not the actual filename. As has been stated before, what kind of elements are created for a measurement depends on the configuration of the MaDaM system and the type of the imported measurements. However, there are six general types of elements that can be contained within a test in various ways: 
• Meta-Data 
• Channels 
• Photos 
• Videos 
• Attachments 
• References When selecting an element in the left half of the importer, the right half is filled by a control. A control is a graphic element displaying information and allowing the user to interact with the presented data. The only similarity, that almost all controls share are properties. A property consists of a name and a value and it represents information about the element it is connected to. The controls for properties look very much alike. It is a list, containing a ‘+’ button to add new properties and an ‘-‘ button to remove existing ones.  

3.3.1 Meta-Data The Meta-Data of a measurement reflects the general information about the imported test. This includes a set of model fields and additional fields as well. Selecting the Meta-Data node of a measurement displays this information in the form of a table. For Meta-Data, it is always possible to edit the value of any field. It is furthermore possible to change the name of non-model fields – i.e. fields that are non-essential to the measurement.  
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3.3.2 Channels 

 Selecting a channel element displays various kinds of information. On the top, there is a text field that can be used to edit the name of a channel. The middle shows a preview of the channel, and the bottom displays the properties of the channel. While this looks the same as the property display of other elements, the user cannot change the values of the model fields for channels.  While it is possible to add new properties and edit them freely, a user cannot simply change the average or the maximum of a channel. This is simply due to the fact that channels consist of statistical, and therefore unchangeable, information. The name of a channel poses the only exception to this rule. While it can be changed via the text field at the top of the control, the original name is always stored and cannot be changed.  
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3.3.3 Videos and Photos 

 

 The controls for photos and videos are very much alike. They are separated horizontally, with the top displaying either the photo or the video, and the bottom displaying the properties. The top half of the control shows the content and also the path to the currently selected file. By clicking the ‘Browse’ button, the user can change the file. This automatically reloads the displayed image or video and changes the name of the element in the measurement as well. It should be noted that the videos can also be played in the MaDaM Importer, to ensure that the correct file is selected. 
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3.3.4 Attachments 

 Attachments are files of any format that can be attached to a measurement if so configured. There are no properties connected to attachments, which means that there is nothing that can be changed by the user. However, it is possible to remove attachments. 
3.3.5 References 

 References are complex objects that are contained in another element. For example, every Crash Test measurement includes a laboratory, a test engineer and any number of test objects. What differentiates them from other fields – i.e. properties – is that they have a definition of their own. There are certain fields that every test object needs to have, like a name, velocity and mass. Every reference can contain properties and other references. The control that is created when selecting a reference from the measurement consists of two parts: a selection dropdown menu and the property view. 
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 The dropdown menu can be used to select already existing references to ensure consistency. Consider the following scenario: A test engineer wants to import the latest crash test in a series with the same model. Instead of entering the same information multiple times, he simply opens the dropdown menu and selects the entry for his car. There are three different states in which a reference can be in this dropdown menu: 
• New Reference      - always creates a new reference, it has an orange star as icon 
• Local Reference       - selects a reference that was imported during this session  
• Remote Reference  - selects a reference that was stored in another importing session Upon importing the data, the MaDaM Importer tries to match the references of each measurement with already existing ones in the data storage or other measurements imported in this session. This step is taken to ensure comfortable usage while still guaranteeing consistency with the data. 3.4 Stamps Establishing validity for multiple measurements, or for measurements with a lot of contained items, can be time-consuming. Especially since often times, the missing information will be very similar.  To circumvent drawn-out editing processes, the MaDaM Importer offers a stamp system.  A Stamp is a collection of fields with a set value that can be applied to multiple items of the same type instantaneously. The user can create stamps via the ‘Create Stamp’ button, which becomes enabled when exactly one element is select to which stamps can be applied. Created stamps can then be applied via the ‘Select Stamp’ button, which becomes available as soon as one or more elements of the same type are selected – if this type allows for stamps. For instance, the photos used to showcase the photo control under 4.3.5 all lacked certain fields – Creator, Description and others. 
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When having selecting parts of the measurement that can be filled with stamps, it becomes possible to click the ‘Create Stamp’ button. In doing so, the user opens a window with two parts. The left half has a list of stamps, where new stamps can be created and existing ones can be deleted. Furthermore, it is possible to rename stamps by double clicking them and then pressing the return key to confirm the new name. 

 In order to edit the properties connected to a stamp, the ‘Edit’ button below the stamp list needs to be clicked. This enables the right half of the dialog, where properties can be added or removed and their values can be changed.  The ‘Save’ button below the right half of the dialog saves the current changes, but does not close the window.   To save the overall changes regarding the stamps, the user needs to click the ‘Save’ button at the bottom of the dialog. If the ‘Discard’ button is selected instead, all changes since opening the dialog are discarded. 

 After finishing the creation dialog, the user can select all elements of that type unto which he wants to apply stamps. By clicking ‘Apply Stamps’ at this time, a new dialog is opened.  There are multiple unique features to the ‘Select Stamp’ dialog. First, the user can drag and drop stamps from the ‘Potential Stamps’ list to the ‘Applied Stamps’ list – meaning that he wishes to apply these stamps to all elements currently selected in the main view of the Importer. The right half of the dialog shows the resulting fields after combining all elements from the ‘Applied Stamps’ list. These properties are colour coded to show what stamp causes which value. 
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Furthermore, the items in the ‘Applied Stamps’ list can be sorted by using drag and drop to move them up or down the list. The stamp at the top is the most important one, meaning that the properties connected to it overwrite the other stamps.  An example of this can be seen below. While the red PhotoStamp already had the Creator field filled with the value ‘T.S.’, the blue Alternative Stamp overwrites this field with its own value. All fields that are contained in both selected stamps are overridden in this way. 

 Selecting the ‘OK’ button in this dialog applies the ‘Applied Stamps’ list to all items that are currently selected in the main view of the importer. This is the same as selecting every element individually and entering the information from the stamp manually. The result of this operation is shown below. 

 Stamps are stored in the main MaDaM system and can therefore be used in any Importer session after they have been created once. While faster and more comfortable editing is the main focus of stamps, they can also be used to ensure consistency by always applying the same information to certain measurements. 
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3.5 Automatic Importer An alternative to the manual import of files is the AutoImporter – a command line application which imports measurements without user interaction once it has been configured properly. The AutoImporter is a single jar that can be configured and started via the “Start AutoImporter” batch file. It is possible to start automatic imports via Jobs as well, as described in section 4.3 of this document. Once started, the AutoImporter works based on a specific directory. Every valid measurement in this directory is imported. The configuration of the AutoImporter requires the definition of the core address, defined under the paragraph “Server address configuration”, as well as a set of environmental Parameters. The core address is specified via the “-DcoreAddress” parameter. The configuration in the batch file is based on the following entries: 
• baseDirectory:   the path to the directory from which measurements should be imported 
• loginUser:  the user that is used to authenticate the login into MaDaM 
• loginPassword:   the password of the user 
• mappingId:  the reference Id of the Importer Mapping used to import measurements 
• unitMapId:   the reference Id of a unit map that should be used. Optional. 
• augmentationIds:  the reference Ids of one or more augmentations that should be applied during the importing process. Optional. 
• monitor:   watch the base directory and imports every file that is in the directory as     well as every file added to it until he is stopped. Optional. If not included,      the AutoImporter scans the directory once and then ends itself. 
• notificationEMail:  user who receives an E-Mail after the importer is finished, detailing how     many measurements were imported and potential problems that were      encountered 
• fileFilter:    a java Regular Expression that can be used to filter files that should be     imported 
• profilePaths:   a vertical line separated (“A|B”) list of paths to fallback profiles to be used     for importing 
• delete:   the files of measurements that have successfully been uploaded will be     deleted. Optional.  While the coreAdress needs to be specified before the “-jar AutoImporter.jar” command, the additional environmental parameters have to be specified after this command, e.g.: 

java -Xmx2G -DcoreAddress=localhost:4000 -jar AutoImporter.jar 
baseDirectory=\\Server\Path\ loginUser=userName loginPassword=userPwd 
mappingId=ilavew5t notificationEMail=John.Doe@Example.net fileFilter=.*dat 
profilePaths=C:\Sample\Sample.aix  delete The necessary reference Ids can be checked in the configuration of the Importer. The above example would delete successfully imported measurements and send an E-Mail report to John.Doe@Example.net after finishing. Furthermore, it would only import files ending in “dat”. Please be noted that, in order to send E-Mails, an E-Mail client needs to be defined in the “MDM-Configuration.xml” as per the MaDaM Installation Guide. The AutoImporter can be started on any client that can connect to the main MaDaM server. 
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4 Jobs 
4.1 Definition Jobs are designed to carry out automated actions on the server periodically or after specific changes. They generate heavy load on the system and administrators should configure jobs with care.  Security context configuration for a job prevents the user from executing jobs on data he normally can’t access. The security context of a job defines which access rights it can use – for instance whether it can create new tests or change the existing data. It needs to be specified by the users. Security context: 

• specifies a single role which the job uses 
• only the roles of the configuring user are available to prevent privilege escalation 
• is used to impose access restrictions on the job session The three tabs in the View “Configure Jobs” are used to configure job templates (see Chapter 4.4), to manage actual jobs and to view the history of invocation of jobs (see Chapter 4.5). 

  The second tab, labelled “Jobs”, shows the jobs that are currently defined. Editing the jobs is equivalent to editing the job templates (see Chapter 4.4) regarding the use of “Save as new” and “Save job”. When editing a job, users can change the name and the group of a job and define whether it is active or not.  Every job is bound to a trigger type – either manual or time-controlled. However, the trigger only invokes the job if it’s set to active. 
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The given example trigger is time-controlled (see Chapter 4.2). Such jobs are referred to as “cron job” and have a schedule to which they adhere. This particular example would trigger whenever the second of the system time of the server is “0” – meaning every full minute. The syntax for time triggers is complex, and user guidance is offered by the question mark button in the “Schedule” text field, see also Chapter 4.2. Finally, there is the action type. This defines what kind of action is executed when the job is invoked (see Chapter 4.3). 4.2 Triggers Triggers are used to start jobs and they configure when the job starts. For time controlled jobs, i.e. jobs that are executed periodically, the common cron format is used.  The following example describes a schedule to run a job at 1 and 5 o’clock every Monday to Friday morning in 2016: 0 0 1,5 ? * MON-FRI 2016 “0 0 1,5” defines second, minute, hour of the schedule, here 01:00:00 and 05:00:00 “? *” defines day of month and month of the schedule, here any day and every month. The question mark tells the system that we don’t care about the day of month (i.e. 1st - 31st), but about the day of week specified later. The asterix is at the place of the month and translates to every month here.  “MON-FRI 2016” defines day of week and optionally year of the schedule, here working days in 2016. 4.3 Actions Actions define the task a job carries out if it is triggered. A variety of special purpose actions exists but most jobs are configured via script or template actions. Custom user jobs are based on groovy scripts.1 

 The “Custom script” option shows a text field into which a groovy script can be entered. This script is then executed when the job is triggered and is not stored as a template. Choosing “Existing script template” offers the user to select any of the existing job templates and specify script parameters (see Chapter 4.4).  

                                                           1 for reference please see http://www.groovy-lang.org/. Access to MaDaM services is done by dependency injection from the context object and they can access all MaDaM public functions in the API jar (MaDaM-API*.jar). 
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Two special cases are the “Create missing video previews” and “Auto Importer” jobs. While the former is a simple job to extract thumbnails for videos that are stored attached to measurements within MaDaM, the “Auto Importer” job requires some setup. 

 Users are required to input some general information, as defined below: 
• Directory Path:   required parameter, the root directory in which the Auto Importer should     look for measurements 
• E-Mail recipient:  optional parameter, defines who receives an E-Mail after the job is completed 
• Remove files:   optional parameter, if checked then all measurement files that were successfully imported will be deleted 
• Importer mapping:  required parameter, defines how found measurements should be imported 
• Unit mapping:   optional parameter, applies the given unit map to the found measurements 
• Augmentations:   optional parameter, allows the user to define additional calculations to do while importing Please keep in mind that jobs are always executed on the MaDaM server system. Therefore the given directory path must be accessible from the server, and not only from the client who defines the job.   
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4.4 Templates Templates allow the definition of configurable scripts, which ease the job configuration, especially for similar jobs. Furthermore templates also allow to grant a wider range of users to create jobs based on templates under administrator control.  Users can change the existing script and either save it as a new template or override the existing one that has been edited. Such templates always consist of a name, a group, parameters and the script that uses these parameters. The name of a template is simply the name used in the MaDaM system, the group is for organizing the templates and a part of its full name. The script defines the code that is executed when the job is invoked, and the user can define parameters that are directly available in the template script.  Supported types for parameters are: • primitive types, i.e. strings, numbers & date/time • the selection of a report template (jBEAM project)  • the selection of a saved search  
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4.5 Invocation History Each job invocation is recorded in the invocation history. The history record also contains values that are returned by the script: supported are strings, files and Java exceptions. With such information, the job invocation history is a central point for observing jobs. Files, e.g. reports or log outputs, may be downloaded from the overview. Furthermore, text like exceptions or even files can be added manually by the script with the method job.addArtifactFromObject.  The invocation history can be cleaned by deleting individual entries with the appropriate button. The below sample highlights the job invocation history with a single job expanded to show its attached artifacts – consisting of two log files and an “Exit code” value. 
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5 Glossary CRUD Create, Read, Update, Delete; a scheme with which access rights are defined LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, a protocol largely used for managing access rights and users URM User Role Management, a stand-alone component to define and manage user roles in MaDaM    


